
Golden Mean Walkthrough 
You can change MC’s name and the relationships with characters at the beginning. When you’re 

finished, press ‘Confirm’. 

Intro: 

Clara: 

- Take the money (3$) 

- Tell the truth 
 Agree (Blowjob) 

 Refuse 

- Alternative payment (Blowjob) 

Dinner Table: 

You can talk to everyone at the table by clicking on them. 

To find the wine, open the menu below and press on the basement, and then click 

on the wine cellar. Take the wine on the table. 

Main game: 

All the possible NTR choices would be defined like this. 

These choices won’t show up if you pressed ‘Don’t show 

such content’. 

- Be supportive of Felix (+1 Felix and Diana) 

- Be supportive of Diana (+1 MC and Diana) 

- Just leave 

After the first scene you are in the free mode. 



On top on the right you can find tabs with profiles and maps. There’s a 

small white bar on the bottom of MC’s profile if you want to cheat and 

add everything you want. 

MC has these stats: 

- Money 

- Mana (resets every day after grandpa’s house event) 

- Suspicion (if you have 100 suspicion, you get bad ending; every day 

it decreases by 1) 

- Stamina (you can increase that by masturbating in the shower or 

with a hooker, more stamina opens more scenes with the hooker) 

Girls have these stats: 

- Affection (increases by doing different events at home) 

- Corruption (increases by having certain amount of affection during 

a certain event) 

- Obedience (increases by having certain choices, in this version you 

can increase only Elisa’s obedience) 

Also, in the options there are fetishes which you can turn on/turn 

off(NTR, squirt, internal view) 

MC’s main story: 

- Go to Ralph between 9 to 11 to go to grandpa’s house 

- When you get there, you can look at the lock or at the camera. To 

continue, press the area on the left 

- Choice: 

 Jump over the fence 

- Run away (30 suspicion points; police scene) 

- Pretend to be lost (20 suspicion points; 

police scene) 

 Go to the police (police scene) 



- Now you have night-vision goggles and a key to the grandpa’s 

house, you can return to the grandpa’s house by pressing on the 

bed and choosing to wait until night, but before that you should 

buy a mask at the pharmacy(in the mall) (-20$; a mask) 

- When you get to the house, you navigate there and move between 

rooms. Open the first door on the left, you can find 20 bucks there 

(+20$) If you open the door near the stairs you can find 200 bucks 

there (+200$). To find a ‘portal’, you need to go up to the second 

floor, and go through the door and press on the cupboard at the 

back of the room. 

- Now you’re in the pocket and there you can also move between 

rooms and see different things. On the table you can read a note 

from grandpa. After that you need to teleport back by touching the 

globe, but you need mana from an egg which you can find from one 

of the rooms(Now mana reserves reset every day) . Location 

‘library’ is now open. 

- Choice after a scene with Diana and Matilda 

 Go in boxers (Bad ending) 

 Go naked (Diana corruption point) 

- Find Ashandra at the library(works from 9 to 18). You can pick both 

scenes and go further, it doesn’t give any stats or suspicion.  Now 

the ‘Dark street’ location is open 
  

Events at the house: 

9:00 Breakfast at the dining room (+2 Affection with everyone) 

13:00 Lunch at the dining room (+2 Affection with Diana and Amelia) 

18:00 Dinner at the dining room  (+2 Affection with everyone) 

20:00 Watch TV in the living room (+2 Affection with everyone) 

Any time: 



- play games in your room (1 hour) 

- masturbate in the shower on the first floor in the dining room(adds 

1 max stamina) 

- read beside the pool (1 hour) 

Girls: 

Diana: 

8:00, 10:00-12:00 Help her in the kitchen (+5 Affection) 

14:00-16:00 Pray with her in the living room (-5 Suspicion) 

17:00 Help her with laundry in the basement (+5 Affection) 

Amelia: 

10:00 Join her in the living room (+5 Affection) 

11:00-12:00, 15:00-17:00 Office  

- What are you doing? 

- Why don’t you take a break?(1st time) (Leads to shoulder massage; 

+10 Affection) 

- Shoulder massage (2nd time and beyond; the second time you do it, 

it leads to full body massage; +10 affection) 

- Full body massage (from the 2nd time you do it if you have 30 

affection, she would lift her top up and you get Amelia’s corruption 

point; +10 affection) 

14:00 Help her in the kitchen room (+5 Affection) 

23:00-24:00 She’s in the living room right now watching TV, she doesn’t 

want you to join (for now ;) ) 

Elisa: 

6:00-7:00 Talk to her at the pool 



16:00 Help her with chemistry (+5 Affection) 

- You can agree to a coffee in bed in the morning 

- Or you can refuse  

17:00 Compete with her in a pool race (+ 10 affection) 

- Let her win (you’re getting lotion and towels and rub it on her) 

- Don’t let her win (she rubs lotion on you; if you have 30 affection, 

the scene advances and you get Elisa’s corruption point) 

19:00 Help her with the dishes in the kitchen (+5 Affection) 

When you have 1 of each girls’ corruption point, the next morning you 

get the Mall Event 

- Help them save their marriage (+1 Felix and Diana) 

- Don’t help them (+1 MC and Diana; Felix leaves) 

Now you get new events in the house(with new outfits): 

Diana: 

14:00-16:00 Pray with her, if you have 30 affection, you have a scene 

with her, when you offer her help 

- I will support whatever decision (+ 1 MC and Diana) 

- I’ll talk to Felix (+1 Felix and Diana) 

If you picked 2 or more ‘MC and Diana’ options, now Felix sleeps on 

the couch and doesn’t watch TV with you at 20:00 

Amelia: 

10:00 Watch TV with her, she asks you to massage her legs, you can 

accept(+10 affection) or refuse (still +5 Affection) 

11:00-12:00 She’s at the pool, you can bring her lemonade which you 

can take from the fridge (+5 Affection) 



14:00 Now instead of washing dishes, you massage her shoulders (+7 

Affection) 

15:00-17:00 Amelia at her office 

- What are you doing (leads to Amelia bakery event) 

 Amelia bakery event: 

 Wear a bra (-30 Affection) 

 You look good (+10 Affection) 

 Decline the offer (-500$; if you don’t have the 

money, then you can earn money and buy it 

later; now you earn 10$ daily) 

 Accept the offer  

 Stay  

If you have 80 affection points, Amelia 

will invite you to the room for a cool 

animation. Now you can do photoshoots 

with her every Monday in the office 

 Leave (leads to the same scene as decline 

the offer) 

- Massage (+10 Affection) 

Elisa: 

16:00 Talk to Elisa in her room, she wants you to buy her a swimsuit 

with a pareo, you can buy it in the mall (-200$), when you buy a 

swimsuit, talk to her at 22:00 in her room and gift her bikini, then wait 

in your room (click on the bed) to begin Elisa’s event. You can also buy a 

swimsuit beforehand 

Elisa’s event: 

- We’re a couple (+10 Affection) 

- We’re not a couple (-10 Affection) 

 



 It’s okay (+10 Affection) 

 You should’ve warned (-5 Affection; + 1 Obedience) 

 

- Shake his hand  

- Grip his hand too hard (-5 Affection) 

Now you’re on the boat, you can press on the table and find a cigar to 

give to a captain for a couple of bucks (+2$) or for nothing(but maybe 

something in the future ). Then you can go upstairs by pressing on the 

arrow on the left in the room. The party starts 

- Argument between Alexis and Elisa. If you have 60 Affection, you 

get a slightly different scene, but nothing special 

 

 Stick together (+10 Affection) 

 Do what I say (+ 1 Obedience) 

 

- We’re leaving  

If you have 90 Affection, you get a more intimate scene  

- We’re staying (shows up only if you have 2 Obedience) 

 Don’t go upstairs 

 Get wasted and go upstairs 

Now after everyone’s events are done for this update, there are 

couple more scenes opened: 

6:00-7:00 Join Elisa at the pool to train with her(the scene changes a 

little if you do it again; +10 Affection) 

15:00-17:00 Massage Amelia(the scene progresses a bit if you want to 

massage her back ; +10 Affection) 

17:00 Now you can sunbathe with Elisa at the pool (+10 Affection) 

23:00 Now you can join Amelia to watch TV (+5 Affection) 



Making money: 

10:00-17:00 Work at the bakery for an hour (+15 $) 

13:00-18:00 Work at the onsen for an hour(+20$) 

Other scenes: 

22:00-24:00 You can approach the hooker in the dark street. 

You can pay: 

- 5 dollars for her to show her bra 

- 10 dollars to show her tits 

- 50 dollars to come to the room 

The more stamina you have, the more fun you’ll have. For now you 

can only get a handjob(less than 5 stamina) and a blowjob(5 stamina 

and more). After a scene you have 1 more max stamina. Adds 10 

suspicion points. 

0.2 Update 
Main Story: 

Ashandra: 

- Wait a few days for the story to continue(if you’re using an old save, 

you may need to talk to Ashandra in the library again) 

- Meeting with Ashandra, you can look through her flat(you may find 

something interesting or not interesting) 

- After the ‘test’ you have a problem and you have a choice: 

 

 Do what she wants(Opens femdom route with her) 

 That’s her fault, she’s gonna fix it 

 



- Doctor comes and you get an interesting scene. Enjoy! After the 

scene you’ll have 5 more stamina. 

Auction: 

- Click on your bed to start the auction. Not much for choices or 

different dialogues here, the different dialogue might come up if you 

don’t have a lot of money, and there’s also a choice if you want 

someone to suffer(or enjoy, I guess) or not 

Pocket: 

- Go to the pocket and in the ritual room click on the circle to start the 

ritual. Now the game begins. 

- After what happened you can ask your new friend something but 

nothing exciting here(yet). And now the new location is opened 

‘Antenatal clinic’ where the doctor works. You can visit it now or a 

little bit later when you’ll need it.  

Elisa: 

- To start the new chapter of Elisa’s story, if you have 100 affection, 

then help with her homework at 16 and ask her for coffee in bed and 

then sleep to get the new scene in your bedroom when she asks you 

to help her and you have a choice: 

 You have me 

 Visit the antenatal clinic(all details below) 

to get ready for the report and then at 

16:00 help her with the report.  

 You have me and Felix(available only if she has 2 depravity or more) 

 Talk to Felix at his office at 19 or 21, then 

visit the antenatal clinic(all details below) 

to get ready for the report and then at 

16:00 help Elisa with the report.  

- After both of options you get a new scene if you ask for coffee in bed 

after helping her with chemistry. And the scene progresses the more 

you do it. 



- Also you can buy her new clothes at the shop and gift her at 22:00 in 

her room 

Antenatal clinic: 

- In the clinic you get a scene with Victoria and her assistant. Enjoy! 

- After the scene you can visit her for different things: 

 Donate sperm (for 100$) 

 Buy girls’ medical cards(500$ each), they 

can be displayed in their profiles on the 

top right 

Diana: 

- When you have 50 affection, help her at the kitchen in the morning, 

you’ll start working out together at the living room at 14-15. She has 

nothing to wear so you can buy her new sportwear in the shop. You 

can gift it to her when she’s in the room in the evening. 

- If you have 100 affection and you’ve done 4 workouts with her you 

get a scene in the morning with her and Felix. The dialogue might be 

different, depending on your previous choices. So now you’ll go to 

the onsen. 

Onsen: 

- Go to the onsen and you have choices whether you want it to be 

more private or open to the public: 

 Public bath 

 Private bath(Drinking sake or not doesn’t affect the scene but it will 

affect the story later) 

Also, if you have more stamina, you get a bonus! 

- Now you can shower with her after a workout.  

Also, now with your boosted stamina you can access more new scenes 

with a hooker. Better buy a condom in the pharmacy ;)  



Added in the 0.3 Update: Internal view for hooker scene and auction 

scene 

0.3 Update 
Amelia: 

- When you have 100 affection, watch TV with her at 10:00 to start 

the cinema scene. You have different choices during the scene: 

 Split the bill 

 Forcibly pay for her (+1 Depravity) 

 

 Calm her down 

 Rein her in (+1 Depravity) 

- When you have 150 affection, massage Amelia in her office when 

she asks you to teach her to massage. During this time Felix comes 

into the room. MC wants to invite Felix with them to the spa. You 

can: 

 Don’t invite him 

 Invite him 

Either way, you go to the spa in the city and enjoy the scene! Also, 

make sure, your stamina is to the max, so you get that bonus scene. A little 

secret: in the options in fetishes you can turn on/turn off the option whether you want to see the squirt or not. 

- After you’re back from the spa, you can now massage Amelia on the 

massage table and for that you need… a table. You can buy a table in 

the furniture shop(in the mall, 200$) and also clothes for her to wear 

in the clothes shop (in the mall, 150$). Without the clothes you 

won’t be able to massage her at the table, so make sure to buy both. 

You can gift her the outfit when she’s in her room. There is an option 

whether you massage her or she massages you. After 5 massages by 

her if you click to touch her boobs, she will remove her bra.  



Diana: 

- You can now get a handjob from Diana in the morning. Come to her 

in the kitchen and feel her ass to start the first scene. Conversations 

are a little bit different if you’re on the different routes. Now you can 

get the handjob every morning. You can cum on her face(don’t do 

that) or on her boobs. After you came 5 times on her boobs, she will 

take her bra off. 

ONLY ON THE NTR ROUTE: 

- When you have 200 affection, you can work at the bakery and then 

you’ll get a visit from Gordon and Way. Diana sees that and wants to 

confess so you go after her to church. After the scene, talk to Diana 

in the morning. Then, work at the bakery again to call Way to the 

bakery. You come up with a plan. Now, Diana can ‘work’ in the 

bakery when you work for Dottie in the morning.  

Also, you can check out new shower animations if you do wash each 

other in the shower a lot. 

Other scenes: 

- In the clinic, Victoria will be tired of sucking dick while donating the 

sperm so now you can fuck her or her assistant with the condom.(If 

you don’t have it, Victoria will offer you one, but next time, better 

bring some, you can buy them in the pharmacy in the mall) 


